Abstract. A dynamic model for global flexible floating raft system is established using free velocity and impedance synthesis analysis. This model includes machines, four-end parameter model of isolators, a flexible raft frame, and an elastic base. Isolation efficiency and impedance of raft isolation system can be calculated accurately utilizing the proposed dynamic model.
Introduction
Floating raft is a kind of special double-layer isolation system that can reduce the level of noise and vibration of vibrating machines. It has been widely applied to many kinds of modern ships. Modeling of system is an important issue. In traditional model theory, the subsystems of raft system are regard as rigid bodies. However, with the development of raft system towards large-scale, low-rigidity and flexibility, if there is rigid approximation of the raft frame or base as well as the stiffness of isolators is regards as constant, larger errors of dynamic isolation model can be resulted in.
Studies of modeling for flexible raft system have recently become hot topics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .The modeling of raft frame and machine in flexible raft system have always been difficult issues. In the previous proposed methods, modal expansion is utilized to build up the model of raft frame which caused complex procedure of theoretical derivation. The machines usually are regards as rigid body. However, in the range of higher modal frequencies, the rigidity of machines seriously affects the precision of isolation model. Accordingly, in order to enhance the precision of dynamic model of raft isolation system, this paper proposes a new method for building the model of global flexible raft system. First, the concept of free velocity [7] is introduced to dispose of the modeling problem of machine. Then, the method of four-end parameter is utilized to establish the model of raft frame and base. Finally, the impedance synthesis analysis is utilized to set up the dynamic model.
Modeling of Global Flexible Floating Raft System
A raft system general can be divided into five subsystems (as shown in Fig. 1 ): machines, upper isolators, raft body, lower isolators, and base. In this section, the main procedure of modeling is first to establish the dynamic equation of each subsystem respectively and then assemble each equation.
Supposing the mount condition of machine is elastic, the dynamic equation of the kth machine can be expressed as
Where u k F is the force vector on the kth machine applied by isolators, 
Based on the four-end parameter method, the dynamic equation of upper isolators can be written as 
Eq. 7 is the mechanical model for global flexible floating raft system. Supposing the velocity u V of the mount point of machines is known, Eq. 7 can be utilized to calculate the velocity of the top and the bottom of raft frame as well as of the base. It also can be used to calculate isolation efficiency precisely.
Summary
The presented model of raft isolation system has the following characteristics:
(1) The four-terminal network model and mechanical impedance are used to establish the model of raft and base respectively. Thus, the modal parameters are unnecessary whereas point impedance matrixes are needed which can be obtained by the method of finite element or experiment. There is not any approximation in theory during the derivation procedure. Therefore, not only higher calculation accuracy can be obtained but also the form of the model equation is very concise.
(2) The free velocity is used to establish the model of machine. Hence, the rigidity model of machine is avoided.
Using the presented model, the influence of isolation efficiency caused by flexible of raft frame as well as stiffness of isolators can be discussed. These will be investigated step by step in future work.
